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Abstract: Forest fires occur for natural and anthropogenic reasons and affect the distribution, struc-
ture, and functioning of terrestrial ecosystems worldwide. Monitoring fires and their impacts on
ecosystems is an essential prerequisite for effectively managing this widespread environmental
problem. With the development of information technologies, unmanned aerial vehicles (drones) are
becoming increasingly important in remote monitoring the environment. One of the main applica-
tions of drone technology related to nature monitoring is the observation of wild animals. Unmanned
aerial vehicles are thought to be the best solution for detecting forest fires. There are methods for
detecting wildfires using drones with fire- and/or smoke-detection equipment. This review aims to
study the possibility of using drones for monitoring large animals during fires. It was established
that in order to use unmanned aerial vehicles to monitor even small groups of wild animals during
forest fires, effective unmanned remote sensing technologies in critical temperature conditions are
required, which can be provided not only by the sensors used, but also by adapted software for
image recognition.

Keywords: forest fires; unmanned aerial vehicles; monitoring; wild animals

1. Introduction

Forests cover 31% of the total land area and serve as a reservoir for biodiversity
genes [1]. A sound forest management system increases sustainability and combats global
warming [2]. The intensity and number of forest fires increase significantly every year.
However, fires can cause significant material damage and lead to the death of people and
animals [3]. In recent decades, forest fires, mainly ones caused by human activities, have
become more frequent [4]; they pose a threat to forests around the world. This current
increase is associated with global warming and an alarming global deforestation rate. The
surge in droughts and temperatures related to global climate change will increase the
frequency of fires in the near future [5].

In 2018, almost 9 million acres were burned in the United States alone [6]. In January
2019, another devastating wildfire broke out in the Amazon rainforest. As a result of this
forest fire, about 906,000 ha of land was impacted. Between September 2019 and early
January 2020, a series of major fires in New South Wales and Victoria in eastern Australia
burned about 5.8 million hectares of mostly temperate broadleaf forests. This has been
called Australia’s Black Summer [7]. About three billion terrestrial vertebrates, the vast
majority of which were reptiles, were affected, and some endangered species were forced
to flee their habitats. At its peak, air quality in the surrounding areas dropped to dangerous
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levels in all southern and eastern states [8]. Many fires exceeded 100,000 hectares and
continued to burn for several weeks after they ignited.

Uncontrolled fires often occur by accident due to careless human actions and lead to
the degradation of forests as habitats. Over the past ten years, an average of 67,000 forest
fires per 7.0 million acres have occurred in the world annually [3]. In many cases, fire is
an important component of the ecosystem that ensures the sustainability of processes and
communities. However, not all fires are the same, and ecosystems can change irreversibly
due to the impact of fires of different nature and frequency [9].

Often, the direct impact of open fire on wildlife is insignificant. Only during significant
fires do large wild animals and/or humans die. The indirect impact of fires is often more
significant. For example, a crown fire causes serious changes in the structure of the forest
and leads to the destruction of all elements of the fauna that defined the forest habitat
before the fire.

The territories after the fire are populated with a new set of species. The size and
configuration of habitats after a fire affect the metapopulation structure and composition
of animals through local disappearance and repopulation of these areas by other animal
species [10].

It is known that the most destructive impact on the fauna of forests is caused by
fires that are the result of anthropogenic impact on the forest structure. For example, in
Sumatra, Indonesia, according to primary forest experts, many animals such as squirrels,
some species of primates, and some species of birds have completely disappeared not only
from the territory of the burned forest but also from adjacent forest areas [11].

The forests of Russia (which account for a fifth of the world’s forests and half of
the world’s coniferous plantations) are vital to the global environment, for this reason,
forest reserves occupy a significant part of it (about 70% of all territories). The lack of full
statistical data on the number of forest fires by year does not allow for making a legitimate
forecast in general [12].

Fires are better prevented than extinguished, both physically and financially. However,
in Russia, not infrequently, there is no timely information about a fire source in nature,
primarily due to the insufficiently developed forest surveillance system. For this reason,
extensive damage is caused to the country’s forest complex annually due to the negative
effects of fires on the wildlife ecosystem; economic losses amount to billions of rubles a
year [13–15].

There are many ways to measure economic impact, but measuring environmental
impact is very difficult [16]. Fires can affect animals in different ways.

The indirect impact of fires, destruction or damage to animal biotopes causes more
evident and irreversible changes in the forest fauna. The destruction of vegetation and
the change in fauna disturb the balance of the microenvironment, and the local natural
environment is changing [17]. For example, controlled fires are widely used to improve the
availability of food for herbivores such as elk (Alces alces), bison (Bison bison), mule deer
(Odocoileus heminonus), and bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis). Understanding how elks react
to fire has allowed determining how forest fires affect the habitat of ungulates in the study
area [18].

As the climate warms and rainfall cycles change, an increase in the frequency, intensity,
and duration of forest fires will increase the threat to humans and wildlife populations [19,20].
Climate change has a significant impact on herbivore movement and distribution over the
terrain [21]. As a result of climate warming and permafrost thawing, not only did tree
plantations migrate north, but so did elks [22].

This manuscript aims to study the possibility of using drones for monitoring large
animals during fire, to which it is customary to classify those with the largest quantita-
tive parameters of ontogenesis (weight, length, height, and so on) [23]. The issues of
using drones in environmental monitoring, as well as early detection and elimination of
forest fires, are considered. The lack of developed approaches and methodologies for
searching and monitoring wild animals during a fire, based on adapted technologies for
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monitoring wild animals or fires, prevents drones from being used to their full potential in
emergency situations.

2. Using Drone Technology to Monitor Wild Animals

Ground-based fire monitoring systems are triggered by flames and smoke. However,
often cameras installed on the ground or on a watchtower do not identify an open fire
in the forest in a timely manner. Autonomous drones or unmanned aerial vehicles [24]
allow a more rapid detection of fire, even in areas that are difficult to reach or dangerous
during a fire. A wide circumference of the observation area can be provided by drones
with fixed or movable wings, but they are sensitive to weather changes and are limited in
flight time. As a rule, drones are equipped with high-resolution cameras, IR cameras with
a charge-coupled device for obtaining images, and navigation sensors (GPS receivers and
inertial measurement units) [25].

Regular monitoring of wild animals is necessary to assess population dynamics de-
pending on possible climate changes, human activity, and other factors [26,27]. However,
difficulties arise when observing wild animals in large natural territories due to the re-
moteness of these territories from civilization and the need to search for individual species
on them [28]. The population size and structure are managed by traditional monitoring
methods (using ground-based observations) [23,29,30].

While standard field data, collected on thousands of sample squares or sections, are
accurate, collecting such data is laborious, time-consuming, and costly, and survey regions
are often difficult to access from the ground. The limited number of field study samples
limits the monitoring accuracy of large-scale animal studies. Ground methods result in
significant bias since only disturbed landscapes are investigated. In this case, the collection
of data on animals is subjective, and in the case of, for example, waterfowl, it is difficult [31].
Various methods have been developed to observe wild animals from satellites, manned
aircraft, and drones [32].

Recently, drones have been used to calculate the number, observe, and determine
the characteristics (body size and behavior features) of animals [33,34]. Sometimes, large
unmanned aerial vehicles (for example, ScanEagle) are used for long-distance flights (up
to 100 km) and long-time flights (more than 24 h) [35]. Fixed-wing drones are more often
used, while multicopters are slightly less common. Airships and aerostats are not used
for wildlife monitoring due to their low mobility. Fixed-wing unmanned aerial vehicles
are used to observe wild animals (roe deer, red deer, wild boar, elephant, etc.) due to
their characteristics, such as safe altitude (>100 m) and long duration of flight over long
distances [36,37]. In a marine environment, fixed-wing drones are much less constrained in
terms of safe flight altitude, and the sensor power determines which species can be detected
at a given altitude [35]. The main limiting factors for the use of large fixed-wing drones
include the need to use a runway or ramp for their launch (Figure 1). Low cost and excellent
maneuverability characteristics (vertical takeoff and landing) even on small flat areas make
the use of multicopters so widely spread. Multicopters are easily controllable and easily
fixed in flight for filming in any orientation. Mostly, quadrocopters or hexacopters are used
in research, and only one octocopter has been described [38]. Moreover, quadrocopters
significantly outperform other multicopters in terms of price and dimensions. These
characteristics determine their popularity when observing birds, which should be observed
from a higher altitude and are sensitive to any extraneous objects in their environment
(drones, human impact, etc.).
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Figure 1. Drone Supercam S250 (fixed-wing aircraft): (a) flight preparation; (b) completing a wildlife 
monitoring task. The drone is launched with elastic or pneumatic catapult, landingby parachute 
with a line release system (photo from the KemSU collection). 

Figure 1. Drone Supercam S250 (fixed-wing aircraft): (a) flight preparation; (b) completing a wildlife
monitoring task. The drone is launched with elastic or pneumatic catapult, landingby parachute with
a line release system (photo from the KemSU collection).

Accessibility and ease of use of drones (unmanned aerial vehicle, aircraft and systems
or remotely piloted) equipped with devices (cameras and sensors) make it possible to
quickly and cheaply survey large areas. Surveying with optical (RGB) cameras mounted
on drones can effectively detect animals in open, homogeneous regions where the animals
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are not disguised. The emission of light that comes directly from sources, rather than is
reflected, increases the potential for the use of drones with IR cameras. In homeothermic
endotherms, the surface temperature of the animal (skin or fur) is higher than the ambient
temperature [39]. With long MDP waves, the animal looks like a bright glowing object.
Unlike RGB cameras, which practically do not recognize images at night, IR cameras can be
used at any time of the day. This is especially relevant in monitoring poaching and when
observing nocturnal animals and birds.

However, not everything is that simple. Hodgson et al. [35] studied the effectiveness
of such studies by counting life-size copies of seabirds arranged in groups in open spaces
with a clear contrast with the environment. When the counted number of bird replicas was
compared between the numbers obtained from drone imagery and ground imagery, drone
counts were significantly more accurate [35,38]. We have obtained similar results in our
wildlife monitoring studies (Figure 2, Table 1). We used an aircraft-type drone “Supercam
S250” (LLC “Unmanned Systems”, Izhevsk, Russia) with a wingspan of 2.53 m (flight
time—up to 3 h; flight range—up to 180 km; speed—from 65 to 120 km/h; permissible
distance from the operator (radio line range of action)—50–70 km; flying height—from
50 to 500 m; permissible wind speed up to 15 m/s, air temperature from −50 ◦C to +45 ◦C,
moderate precipitation (rain and snowfall) is possible) with cameras and a thermal imager,
and for image processing we used the Thermal infrared object finder (TIOF) software
developed by the staff of the KemSU Institute of Digitalization. Thermal imaging is reliable
enough to determine the very fact of the presence of an animal provided that there is a
significant difference in the temperature of the animal’s body and the environment (up to
30–40 ◦C), but it does not allow to distinguish species with similar mass and geometry of
bodies. Adapted algorithms are required in this case to identify individuals of a specific
species (Figure 3).
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Table 1. The results of monitoring wild animals (number of individuals) using traditional methods
and digital technologies in hunting grounds of the Kemerovo region (Russia, 2019–2020).

Object of
Study

Number of Individuals

I II III

1 2 1 2 1 2

2019 2019 2020 2019 2019 2020 2019 2019 2020

Maral deer 3 7 11 2 5 9 85 93 98
Roe deer 48 69 74 25 42 51 220 245 254

Elk 42 57 59 103 99 101 59 57 58
Wild boar 36 42 40 0 0 0 150 172 191

Sable 187 243 260 634 691 734 190 223 256
Badger 36 34 40 131 159 168 140 130 141

Fox 18 22 21 49 41 44 25 21 24
White hare 89 74 69 400 398 395 180 233 225

1—according to traditional observation methods; 2—according to drone remote monitoring data; I, II, and
III—hunting grounds.
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collection). 
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Figure 3. A shot in which the algorithm revealed two elk (red circle at the top of the shot) during
a visual check: (a,b)—RGB photo fragments; (c)—IR image fragment. Survey altitude −250 m;
drone flight speed—83 km/h; outside temperature—−15 ◦C; wind speed—8 m/s (photo from the
KemSU collection).

3. Use of Drones for Monitoring and Detecting Fires

The current world’s environmental problems have never been so global and signif-
icant. Wild woodlands are subject to destruction from natural disasters, the scale and
intensity of which have increased significantly in recent years. The most dangerous natural
phenomenon is a large-scale forest fire that changes the life and climate of an entire region.
In order to minimize the harmful effects of fires on nature and humanity, it is necessary
to carefully plan and coordinate measures aimed at prevention. Affecting both local and
global ecosystems, the latter cause serious damage to infrastructure and lead to deaths, the
reduction of which is possible by timely detection of fire and accurate monitoring of its
characteristics (type, degree, and scale) [40].

Early detection of a fire and/or monitoring of areas with increased risk of fire allows
if not prevents, then at least mitigates, the destructive impact of fires [41]. The traditional
approach of detecting forest fires using human observation from fire towers (with primitive
devices) is ineffective and its accuracy is determined by the human factor. Fire sensors
configured to detect smoke, flame, temperature rise, and gas demonstrate a delayed reaction
due to the need for their activation by appropriate particles. To monitor large areas, a
significant number of such sensors are required due to the limited radius of their action [42].

Recently, new tools based on machine vision, computer learning, and remote sensing
technologies for detecting and monitoring forest fires have been emerging. The advance-
ment of microelectronics and new materials allows for greater efficiency in detecting forest
fires with appropriate sensors. Detection technologies [43] and methods of video recording
and transmitting information about flames and/or smoke in the visible and/or infrared (IR)
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range and other systems [44–47] are the main directions of the development of forest-fire
monitoring technologies.

Nixon and Aguado [48] presented the results of the study of forest fire detection
systems using remote sensing in combination with classification and digital image pro-
cessing techniques. The study discusses three categories of systems used (ground, air, and
satellite) that detect and/or track active fires or areas with smoke in real or near real time.
Such systems use machine learning methods for processing data from various sensors in
the visible, infrared, or multispectral range. Basically, early detection systems consist of
ground-based sensor networks and/or individual sensors with different characteristics.
For early detection of an open fire, two types of cameras (optical and infrared) are used,
the range of which is from low to ultra-high resolution, depending on the differences in
the scenarios of detected fires, 20IR sensors measure and transmit thermal radiation, while
cameras provide a color image of the object [49].

Drones are thought to be the best option for solving the problem of detecting forest
fires. In particular, Yuan et al. [50] used median filtering for noise reduction color analysis
based on the CIELAB color space, Otsu threshold for fire segmentation, and blob counting
to detect and track forest fires. The strategy of covering and mapping large areas using un-
manned aerial vehicles has shown to be effective in monitoring and evaluating large areas,
such as fires in rural areas [51]. A camera on a drone and machine vision algorithms [52]
allow detecting and classifying agricultural crops, confirming the value of such tools when
monitoring both rural areas and forests, including the case of fires [53]. Recently, systems
combining both cameras and IR sensors have been used. Algorithmic approaches allow
processing large amounts of data with a given level of accuracy with a minimum frequency
of false positives.

There are several methods for detecting forest fires, including having one or more
drones scan its territory with equipment that can detect either fire and/or smoke (Figure 4).
Yuan et al. [54] described the results of the use of unmanned aerial vehicles with on-
board surveillance systems for monitoring and detecting forest fires, focusing on pattern
recognition algorithms. A system consisting of several drones was used at the first stage to
search for and detect fires and at the second stageto teach how to perform fire extinguishing
tasks [55]. Merino et al. [56] presented the results of the development of methods for
using a group of unmanned aerial vehicles to obtain images of a forest fire in real time
(for monitoring and forecasting the spread of fire). Zharikova and Sherstyuk [57] gave the
results of using a group of drones for patrolling and observing fire. Imdoukh et al. [58]
presented the results of a study of an unmanned aerial vehicle made of fire-resistant
materials capable of extinguishing a fire with a fire extinguisher and searching for victims
using a direct view of the environment by cameras. One of the trial stages of the drone
controlled by the operator were carried out indoors. This made it possible to quickly obtain
the necessary information about the environment and use it in the process of extinguishing
a fire. Quadcopters (equipped with inertial navigation systems, GPS, HF transceivers,
and cameras) flew around the expanding perimeter of the fire and were used as fire front-
detection systems [59].

Several drones could interact with each other to automatically cover a forest-fire zone
to obtain a complete picture of the fire spread [60]. Pham [61] proposed a distributed control
structure designed for a drone team that can closely monitor and accurately track a wildfire
in open space. McKenna [62] described the analysis of high-spatial-resolution drone images
to estimate the severity of a fire through experiments in Central Queensland, Australia.
Lee [63] presented a deep convolutional neural-network-based forest-fire detection system
that uses drones to achieve high accuracy over a wide range of aerial imagery.

The main advantages of employing drones for fire detection, according to all authors,
are operator safety and dynamic mobility, and they all agree that the quality of incoming
data is mostly influenced by the utilized and/or adapted pattern recognition algorithms.
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4. Using Drone Technology to Monitor Wild Animals during Fires

Ecological features of species, environmental conditions (both biotic and abiotic fac-
tors), and stages of the life cycle determine the types and patterns of movements performed
by wild animals [64]. It is known that different goals (daily search for food, settlement and
movement within the home range, migration over considerable distances, etc.) determine
the differences in the movement of animals in space and time [65].

Movement is especially important in environments that are subject to periodic changes,
such as those with frequent fires. By burning plant material, fire discards the succession
processes, changing the composition and structure of vegetation. During recovery after a
fire, both the structure and composition of vegetation and the characteristics of resources
(type, quantity and availability of shelters, and food and habitat) are changing [66]. Thus,
the dynamic nature of fire-prone landscapes prioritizes mobility strategies that increase
the chances of individual and population resilience. The initial movement of animals is
associated with the need to prevent burns during a fire [67], and later with the search for
resources in the process of vegetation recovery after a fire. Landscape features (composition,
area, spatial configuration of sites, and frequency and intensity of fires throughout the
landscape) caused by fires determine the risk and ease of movement of populations in the
future [68].

It is known that spatial data obtained by digital technologies lack detail at small spatial
scales. Because of this, there is often a discrepancy between the spatial movement of the
animal and the scale of the territories in which fire data are collected. Earth observation
imagery is used to map the extent of forest fires, resulting in spatial scale differences for
two reasons. First, the burned-out area can be displayed as one continuous area, assuming
that the intensity of forest fires and the heterogeneity are identical. Secondly, the resolution
of standard satellite sensors is in the range from 15 to 4000 m. Sensors with high spatial
resolution (from 1 to 5 m) are usually quite expensive for research (USD 20/km). For small
animals, unburned habitats over a larger burned territory may not be identified, and, for
this reason, important patterns of movement between them are not be taken into account.
It would be ideal if there was access to high-resolution maps (from 1 to 5 m) and data sets
on the scale of fires [69].
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Drones for high-resolution aerial photography, new free web platforms (Google Earth
and Google Earth Engine), and other advances in similar technologies allow researchers
to access high-precision spatial data [70]. Maps and data sets are needed not only to
understand the patterns of movement of animals in an environment prone to fires, but
also to identify differences in fires in different territories, determine shelters within burned
areas, as well as determine the minimum required areas for different breeds of animals.

In most cases, drones used in monitoring tasks are equipped with high-definition
cameras. The use of drones equipped with thermal imaging devices is the second most
common practice for wildlife protection. Thermal imagers in drones are used from finding
songbirds’ nests to studying incomprehensible wildlife phenomena [71]. In order to achieve
the best conditions during the operation of thermal imaging cameras, certain conditions
must be observed (cold days, night or early morning) to ensure a contrast between the
temperature of the animal and its environment. There are other limitations when using
thermal imaging equipment, false alarms on inanimate objects in the landscape (for ex-
ample, stones heated in the sun) are possible; animals are not detected if their thermal
radiation is limited (for example, by dense vegetation or dense cover). Thermal imagers
are not the only equipment used in drones [49]. Cameras with fixed sensorsl follow the
scene whenever a fire component is detected, activating the remaining modules to avoid
danger. This system aims to save both wild animals and plants [72].

Traditional methods of direct ground observation of the movement of small animals
have led to an understanding of the patterns of these processes when the landscape changes.
The influence of vegetation type on the tortuosity of marsupial didelphids in the Brazilian
Atlantic Forest [73] helped to study data from reel-and-line devices, and Kay et al. [74]
used a fluorescent pigment to quantify the effect of grass height on the perception range of
geckos and to track their small-scale movements. Thus, proven methods and technologies
for the use of drones with specialized equipment (Tables 2 and 3) can be used in areas
prone to fires. Quantifying the ranges of perception using these methods can be especially
important for understanding infrequent movements in fire histories, including evaluating
signals for emigration.

Table 2. Types of drones and equipment used for wildlife monitoring.

Drone Type Equipment Shooting Type Object of
Observation Features Sources

AscTec Firefly
hexacopter

Onboard computer,
uEye wideband

camera, and inertial
measurement unit;

vision-based sensors

Video Elefants,
rhinos

Adaptive tracking
algorithm; dependence of
image quality on the type

of drone

[33]

Splashdrone
quadcopter Canon fixed camera -

Humpback whales
(Megaptera

novaeangliae)

Necessity to get close to
animals [34]

Fixed-wing drone
ScanEagle

Nikon digital reflex
camera; Standard

Definition
Electro-Optical

Camera
(Electro-Optical

Imaging, Inc., West
Melbourne, FL, USA)

Spectroscopy
Humpback whales

(Megaptera
novaeangliae)

Ability to collect
additional spatial

information; limited
camera coverage; the

systematic movement of
animals introduces errors

in monitoring the
population size; the need

for GPS navigation

[35]
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Table 2. Cont.

Drone Type Equipment Shooting Type Object of
Observation Features Sources

Fixed-wing AVI-1
aeroplane;
fixed-wing

Skywalker X8
Flying Wing

Autopilot,
GPS-module,

radiotelemetric system,
Thermal imager,

TIR-camera IRMOD
v640

Thermal imagery Large ungulates

Dependence on
environmental conditions
and weather; difficulty in
species identification; the

need for a library of
reference signatures for

animal identification; the
need to increase the

resolution of the camera

[36]

Unmanned aerial
system

GPS, inertial
measuring unit, fixed

automatic camera
Ricoh GR III

- Elefants Low autonomy; high cost
of the system [37]

FX79 airframe
drone

Mirrorless digital
camera EOS M, Canon,

CMOS ceнcop
(vision-based sensors)

Video

Colonies of three
seabird

taxa—frigatebirds,
terns, and
penguins

Population counting
accuracy; [75]

Quadrocopter
Iris+, 3D Robotics

Digital camera
Cyber-shot RX100 III,
Sony, CMOS sensor

(vision-based sensors)

Video tern Thalasseus
bergii

Reducing the time for
counting the number of
individuals; increase in
accuracy; no negative

impact on animals

[38]

Fixed-wing aircraft
Supercam S250

Camera and Thermal
infrared object finder

(TIOF)

Video
Thermal imagery

Maral deer, Roe
deer, Elk, Wild

boar, Sable, Badger,
Fox, and White

hare

Accuracy of received data
and operator safety;

customized software;
dependence on

weather conditions

[76]

S800 EVO
Hexacopter

WooKong-M (WK-M)
flight controller, GPS,

FLIR-Tau 2-640 camera

RGB-video
Thermal imagery Koalas

Efficiency of monitoring in
hard-to-reach places; the

laboriousness of
processing large volumes

of images to identify
individual species and
specimens of animals;
high operating costs

[77]

DJI Inspire 1
version 2.0 drone

Zenmuse XT
radiometric thermal

camera
Thermal imagery Flying-fox colonies

Influence of weather
phenomena on the quality
of thermographic images;

it is desirable to have
information about the

nature of the movement
and dislocation of

individuals

[78]
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Table 3. Types of drones and equipment used for fire wildlife monitoring.

Drone Type Equipment Shooting Type Features Sources

Drone or group of
drones

Surveillance systems with
cameras; IR sensors, inertial

sensors, thermal sensors, and
vision sensors

Video Fast response ability, high
performance, low cost, and

operator safety

[54]

IR spectrometry [55]

Thermal imagery [79]

ALTUS drone IMUS and GPS navigators,
Infrared and video cameras

Video
IR spectrometry Operator safety and agility [56]

Fixed-wing and
proppeler drones

Onboard radio-electronic and
instrumental equipment, a
global positioning system

receiver for self-locating, and
wireless modems for building a
communication network with

other drones; optical and
IR cameras

Photo
Video

IR spectroscopy

Possibility of application in
hard-to-reach areas, breadth

of the territory of use;
dependence on weather

conditions; flight time limit

[25]

Quadcopters,
hexacopters,
octacopters

Inertial navigation systems, GPS,
and HF transceivers and cameras Video

Reducing the negative
impact of cloudiness and
dependence on lighting;
algorithms for detecting

smoke in an image

[59]

Van Moorter et al. [80] used cluster analysis to classify the movement (within the
plot, between plots, foraging, and resting and feeding) of elks (Cervus canadensis) into four
types: movement between sites, finding food within a site, resting, and feeding between
sites. Connecting the location and direction of movement to the statistics of fires allows to
assess the routes of movement of animals in different wildfire scenarios. GPS telemetry was
used in southeastern Australia to determine the path of possums (Trichosurus cunninghamii)
moving in space and time when procuring food in the gorges of tropical forests after fire
(unburned, partially burned, and severely burned landscapes) with a moderate climate, [81],
and GPS tracking was used to track the hunting movements of wild cats in the direction
of the recent forest fires [82]. This approach can be used to study changes in animal
behavior to reveal whether certain behaviors occur during specific periods of a fire, such
as individuals using some fire stories to search for food and others looking for a shelter
that serves as reliable protection in the conditions of this landscape. A complete picture
of the behavior of migrating animal populations in areas with a high probability of fires,
including identifying the presence of an influence on the behavior of individuals after
fire events (during wintering, stops, breeding, etc.), can be revealed by combining data
obtained as a result of observing animals during the period without fires [83].

We could not find any information about the use of drones or remote sensing to
monitor animals during a fire in open sources. This makes sense. When a forest fire
becomes a natural disaster, there are more pressing concerns than animal rescue. No
one risks human lives to save animals. Even equipment, including drones, is vulnerable
in high temperatures and can only operate at a considerable distance, which reduces
the effectiveness of animal monitoring. Drones equipped with proven technologies for
monitoring both fires and wildlife are more than useful in other stages (such as during the
initial stages of ignition or after the fire has been extinguished). However, the advantages
of used thermal monitoring methods may be rendered nearly useless not only during fire
but also after that. The ambient temperature is a more important indicator than the body
temperature of the animal, especially burnt ones. It is crucial to adapt existing methods
and develop specialized algorithms for pattern recognition in such conditions [84].
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5. Conclusions

Forest fires damage forest ecosystems and the environment, thereby changing the
global climate. Proper monitoring and understanding of forest fires both in space and time
helps manage forests and helps protect biodiversity and wildlife habitats. Satellite remote
sensing and GIS help visualize the magnitude and damage from forest fires at different
scales and time periods.

Detecting animals from webcam images has become a promising technology that is
currently being used. One of the main applications of drones related to nature monitoring
is animal counting, and the use of drones is often a more accurate method than ground
research. Drones that provide more effective remote sensing and dynamic monitoring of
even small groups of wild animals during forest fires can become an alternative to manned
aircraft used for aerial and ground surveillance of wildlife. The development of adaptive
algorithms for pattern recognition that can be used in case of fire requires time and money.
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